
  In the activity, parents and children made hand cream and playedIn the activity, parents and children made hand cream and played
games together to take good care of hands, promote parent-childgames together to take good care of hands, promote parent-child

interaction, and enhance the parent-child relationship. The event is ainteraction, and enhance the parent-child relationship. The event is a
good time for parent-child activities and an excellent opportunity togood time for parent-child activities and an excellent opportunity to
spread love. Some hand creams made by parents and children will bespread love. Some hand creams made by parents and children will be

given to the elderly to bring them a little warmth.given to the elderly to bring them a little warmth.
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This family activity was very meaningful.
What I liked and the most impressive part
was making the cream with the children.
Kindergarten very sweetly prepared one
more hand cream set for us, so we could
make hand cream with our families.
          

   I am very glad to have the opportunity to
participate in the family activities held by our
school. This hand cream production activity made
me and Chak Chak very dedicated, relaxed and we
enjoyed this happy and meaningful time together.
    During the event, what impressed me the most
was that the parents and children fully cooperated
to complete the task together. Ms. Zhang was
patient and gave us clear explanations for the
process; there was tacit cooperation between
parents and children; Parents and teachers talked
and laughed, and the atmosphere was harmonious.
     What I liked most is the process of making
the hand cream, because I learned to make it step
by step, and it was very interesting. The product
was completed by us, and it gave us a great
sense of accomplishment. Knowing that the hand
cream we made is given to some elderly, also gave
me a sense of satisfaction to help others.
    Through this activity, I realized that children
are far better than I imagined. If the children
work patiently, they will progress, and with more
company, the children will be happier too. Doing
some small activities with children will keep the
child away from electronic products, and also
enhance their hands-on ability, self-confidence and
sense of success.

Tse Wai Chak 
(K1 WD)

Cheung Yi Shen 
(K1 AM)
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       In this DIY hand cream activity, the most impressive
moment was the warm-up activity. Compared with the workshops
held by other private organizations, where their warm-up
activities might be just to sit and answer some questions. In
this workshop, the warm-up activities provided an appropriate
time for parents and children to walk around. Listening to music,
it really made my daughter and me feel relaxed and happy. Then
we could concentrate on the next work.
      After the event, I asked my daughter, did you like
today's workshop? She said yes, especially when there was a
teatime session. Like my daughter, I also like to have teatime,
because I can chat with other parents, teachers and principals,
so as to strengthen the relationship between each other. The
most favorite part was making hand cream with my daughter, and
to squeeze the handcream into the bottle. In this step, my
daughter and I divided the work. She squeezed, and I helped her
align the opening of the small bottle. We quickly completed one
thing together. The process made my daughter and me interact
happy.
Due to the daily work, there is not enough time to sit down and
concentrate on doing handicrafts with my daughter without phone
calls and other people interrupting. harassment. Through this
workshop, I found out that my daughter was able to do many
things than I could not imagine, such as mixing the liquid in the
cup, helping to pour the material from the package, and even
squeezing out the handcream together. Through this activity, I
also learned about the relationship between my daughter and her
classmates. I was very happy and look forward to participating in
similar activities with my daughter in the future.

Ngan Hei Yee 
(K1 AM)
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     As Hei Hei and I were not good at artwork, the entire
process kept us engaged and it was an enriching experience. Hei
Hei and I worked hard throughout, and we completed the task. It
was interactive and enhanced our relationship. 
    I enjoy this kind of family activity. As the finished products
will be given to the elderly, it makes the activity more meaningful.
It was a special lesson for my son. 
     The event will be memorable as in addition to participating in
the production of hand cream for the elderly, there was also a
material pack that could be taken home to experience ourselves
and the hand cream could be given to your family. Additionally, the
post workshop teatime was delicious. 

   I am grateful to have had an opportunity to
participate in the family workshop held in school with my
daughter. The hand cream workshop not only brought me
closer to my daughter, but it was an enjoyable time
together, and it also allowed my daughter to learn to
bless others. It is very meaningful to give hand cream to
the elderly.

Hung Pak Hei 
(K2 AM)

Wong Yui Oi 
(K2 AM)
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To let the Happy Bee deepen their awareness of caring for the community,To let the Happy Bee deepen their awareness of caring for the community,
the school arranged for the Happy Bee to Ma Hang Estate - Stanley Shek Othe school arranged for the Happy Bee to Ma Hang Estate - Stanley Shek O
Neighborhood Elderly Center for visits. Earlier, parents made hand cream withNeighborhood Elderly Center for visits. Earlier, parents made hand cream with
their children through the workshop. In addition to promoting parent-childtheir children through the workshop. In addition to promoting parent-child

interaction and enhancing parent-child relationship, the activity can also giveinteraction and enhancing parent-child relationship, the activity can also give
children a good opportunity to spread love and care for the elderlychildren a good opportunity to spread love and care for the elderly

Now let the "Happy Little Bees" represent the garden to send this care toNow let the "Happy Little Bees" represent the garden to send this care to
the elderly in the Stanley community.the elderly in the Stanley community.
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